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during world war i, the british army took up the song "onward christian
soldiers" and the soldiers would sing this song and then finish with

"singing in the trenches." the song was sung by the troops in the trenches
during world war i. one soldier recalled, "we knew we had been

transported into hell by the sound of it. but it is a thing that we could not
put down. we had to keep singing it." when they sang the song in the
trenches, the words were "onward christian soldiers" and "soldiers of

christ, arise." the words changed when the troops moved to a rest area.
the song was changed to "singing in the trenches" and "singing in the
trenches." in the middle of his studies, his mother fell ill and died. her

death took its toll on him and he was soon back to his old ways. he would
listen to the radio and would improvise and mimic whatever he heard on
the airwaves. as his repertoire expanded, he also started to play in the

local pubs and clubs and attracted a lot of interest. he was a bit of a
showman, but it was not until he discovered that he could sing that he

became really popular. when he was a young man, he decided to visit the
world's great music capitals and it was then that he discovered that he

had a real talent for singing. he found that people were very interested in
hearing him and that his songs were selling well. he decided to give it a
go and to sing professionally. he was a hit and would often be booked to
sing in the most famous venues in the united states. the manager of one

of his biggest hits was impressed enough to offer him a recording
contract. he decided to give it a try and he made two records that were

critically well received. he was soon inundated with offers from the major
labels. he then moved to new york, where he took the title role in a

broadway musical and became a huge star.
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the army didn't really care what songs they sang as long as the troops
sang. this was no mere coincidence. the ctca was inspired by the work of

the world war i british war artist, ivon hitchens. hitchens had been
commissioned by the government to paint images of the war. he was

commissioned to do two images, "the journey" and "the end." the journey
was a story of an allied soldier (hitchens) and his journey in the trenches.
the final scene of the painting depicts the allied soldiers singing "onward

christian soldiers" and "jesus christ, lead us not into temptation." the
painting was later purchased by the u.s. government for $4,200. this gave
the army a basic framework of what the ctca wanted to accomplish. the
military council of the ctca considered that the songs would be sung by
the troops in two ways: in the trenches and during breaks. songs played

on radios in soldiers camps and at rest billeting were not considered
relevant. the focus was on developing a regular singing army. this was
reflected in the importance of the singing camps held in the summer of
1917. the camps were not sing-alongs, but the soldiers were responsible

for learning and then singing the songs at any rest billeting. this is
reflected in the lyrics of the song "onward christian soldiers." "the church
bells in ancient alexandria were ringing out their message of peace. for
the mighty engine of war was slowly coming to rest." the song certainly
promotes peace and harmony, but there is another meaning to "onward
christian soldiers." in the trenches, the allies used the song as a call to

arms. the germans also used the song to instill discipline. they began to
sing, "onward christian soldiers" as a call to arms at the start of world war
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